
 

 
 
 
March 19th, 2015 
 
 
Dear Students, 
 
In response to the positive feedback we received from the first edition of our Diversity 
Course Guide (Spring 2015), I have assembled a list of Fall 2015 courses that address 
issues of underrepresented communities or include race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, or 
gender in a significant and thoughtful way.  This list is meant to be suggestive rather than 
comprehensive—think of it a starting point for exploring race, class, ethnicity, gender, 
and sexual identity from a variety of perspectives. I would encourage you to be creative 
and inquisitive in your search for courses that suit your needs and interests.  For example, 
there are departments that have a strong representation of courses that address diversity, 
including Criminology, Sociology, and Gender Studies. I encourage you to talk with your 
professors, advisors, and peers to locate courses of interest to you.  There’s more 
diversity in our curriculum than first meets the eye!   
 
We hope to continue posting this Diversity Course Guide, and so we welcome your 
feedback and suggestions for improvement.  Please feel free to write or stop in and chat. 
 
Wishing you a diverse and inspiring Fall semester! 
 
 

 
 
 
Todd Gernes, Ph.D. 
Assistant Dean of General Education 
Associate Professor of History and American Studies 
Duffy Academic Building 131 
tgernes@stonehill.edu 
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Course 
No.

Course Name CRN 
#

No. 
Credits

Pre Reqs Time Gen. Ed. Last First Course Descripton How this Course Addresses Diversity

AMS 200
Introduction to 
American Studies

20006 3 none
TF 11:30-
12:45

LC Opitz Andrea

Introduction to the study of America from an interdisciplinary perspective, 
emphasizing critical analysis of culture though exploration of a wide 
range of cultural artifacts, including literary and historical texts, visual 
images and material objects. Students will examine the many aspects of 
thought, expression, and behavior that have shaped and defined the 
complex society of the United States while exploring their own 
relationship to America's diverse history and culture. Of particular 
concern are the diverse cultural experiences and meanings that shape 
individual and collective notions of American identity.

ANT 334
Anthropology of the 
Holocaust

20381 3 none MW 1-2:15 none Tucker Erica

In recent decades social scientists have increasingly turned their attention 
to the Holocaust. The goal of this class is to examine these studies in order 
to better understand the events, their causes, and their legacies from a 
range of perspectives: victims, perpetrators, witnesses, and rescuers. 

COM 321
Topics in Film 
Genres - The 
Romantic Comedy

20657 3 none
W/F 11:30-
12:45

none Peek Wendy

What features are essential to romantic comedy? What elements does 
history recommend? Is the genre conservative or innovative in its 
gestures, especially in its response to changing ideas about gender and 
sexuality? 
In answering these questions, we will view romantic comedies from the 
1930s through the new millennium, studying the work of prominent 
directors in the genre (George Cukor, Preston Sturges, and Nora Ephron) 
as well as that of newer contributors (Susan Seidelman, Alexander Payne, 
Wes Anderson).

Romantic Comedy is a genre popularly defined 
by gender: a "chick flick." In this class, we'll look 
a bit at the formulae that shape this 
heteronormative genre, investigate whether 
contributions to the genre by lesbian and gay 
filmmakers have transformed this type of film, 
and discuss how these films have responded (If 
at all) to recent changes to women's and men's 
economic lives.

EDU 208
Planning for 
Multicultural 
Learning 

20452 3 none
MW 2:30-
3:45

none Pierce Margaret

Defines concerns regarding human diversity as they relate to the 
education process. Engages students in a personal and group process 
toward understanding differences. Extends student awareness for the 
variety, richness, and contrasts in cultures as a basis for appreciating the 
force of culture in identity, behavior, belief, and attitude. Develops ability 
to perceive and analyze the sources and consequences of prejudice, 
discrimination, and racism. Relates all the above to teaching concerns. 
Emphasizes students’ choice of material for reflection and examination.

ENG 100 Daddy's Girls 20353 3 none M/W 4-5:15 Literature Peek Wendy

Relationships between fathers and daughters are amply represented in 
literature since the time of the ancient Greeks. While contemporary 
culture focuses on the sentimental bonds between fathers and daughters, 
stories from the past often emphasize the legal traditions that defined the 
relationship. In many societies, daughters are legally framed as property 
of their fathers to be traded in marriage. This traffic in women has not, 
however, diminished the power or sentiment of attachments between 
fathers and female children. This course studies the representation of 
those attachments in drama, novels, and film.

Professor
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ENG 100D

Between Two 
Worlds: 
Multicultural Lit and 
Film

20716 3 none T/R 10-11:15 Literature Opitz Andrea

We study the work of African American, Native American, Chicana, Asian 
American, South Asian and Caribbean immigrant artists who explore 
what it means to live in the United States post-WWII until now. We 
analyze how writers and filmmakers from these multi-ethnic communities 
have responded to questions of navigating a predominantly white world, 
and negotiating various sites of belonging. We will study novels, short 
stories, poems, personal essays, a graphic novel, and films.

ENG 125
FYS: The Imaginary 
Primitive: Modernity 
& Its Others

20376 4 none
WF 11:30-
12:45/F 2:30-
3:20

Green Jared

Our seminar will focus on literature, visual art, and anthropology to 
examine how the British and French empires, from the Age of Exploration 
to the post-imperial present, have defined what it means to be 
"European", "civilized", "rational", and "modern" in opposition to the 
often imaginary figures of the non-European "Other" (the "native," the 
"primitive," the "savage" and the "barbarian").Through readings of work 
by Rudyard Kipling, Robert Louis Stevenson, Joseph Conrad, W. Somerset 
Maugham, E.M. Forster, George Orwell, and Albert Camus we will 
examine key contact zones between European and non-European 
peoples, including Africa, India, Polynesia, and the Middle East.  In 
addition to our work on literature, we will also look at art by Paul 
Gauguin, Jean-Léon Gérôme, Man Ray, and Pablo Picasso, among others, 
as well as films such as Cannibal Tours, Dirty, Pretty Things, and La haine 
(Hate). Our semester will end with contemporary authors Tayeb Salih, 
Mehdi Charef, and Zadie Smith and their more recent responses to the 
transformations that have reshaped cultural identities in contemporary, 
multicultural France and England. 

  Although much of our work will concentrate on 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, we will 
begin by examining several foundational early 
modern and Enlightenment-era texts (Michel de 
Montaigne, William Shakespeare, Aphra Behn, 
and Jean-Jacques Rousseau) to see how racialist 
fantasies of "first contact" between European 
explorers and non-European peoples influenced 
subsequent discourses of evolutionary biology, 
social science, psychology, and imperial politics, 
defining, over time, what it means to be 
"European", "civilized", "rational", and "modern" 
in opposition to the often imaginary figures of 
the non-European "Other" (the "native," the 
"primitive," the "savage" and the "barbarian").

ENG 141
An Introduction to 
African American 
Literature

20740 4

For students 
who have not 
completed 
Literature 
Cornerstone 
Req.

W-F 11:30-
12:45; F 
10:30-11:20

FYS Itzkovitz Daniel

This course will offer an introduction to some of the central texts, themes 
and controversies in 20th century African American literature. After a 
brief introduction to earlier contexts, we will turn to the movements and 
artists who came to define 20th century African American culture. 
Throughout, we will read with an eye toward both understanding 
historical contexts and achieving an interpretive framework with which to 
think about African American culture and its relation to American culture 
as a whole. Our studies will necessarily demand that we think about the 
relationship of more traditional models of literary history to alternate 
literary forms (such as those found in folk tales, music, the vernacular 
tradition, etc.), the process of canon formation, as well as broader 
questions of identity politics. 

ENG 366
The City in American 
Literature

20370 3 none T 2:30-5:00 none Scales Laura

American life was urban life for increasing numbers of Americans in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This course will consider the ways 
American literature responded to both the possibilities and the problems 
of the city as it grew in size, scope, and diversity. Topics will include: 
representations of urban consciousness; race, ethnicity, and constructions 
of the "alien" and the "other"; urban architecture and the space of the 
city; city planning and reform movements; poverty and wealth; and the 
status of family and neighborhood. Assignments will include both 
traditional critical essays and an analysis of a present-day urban space.
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ENG 422

Reading African 
American Literature 
and Culture in the 
Shadow of 
#Ferguson

20374 4 none M 2:30-5

This is an 
English 

capstone 
course

Itzkovitz Daniel

Our goal this semester will be to trace the literary and cultural histories 
that have culminated in the protests and dialogues emerging out of 
Ferguson, MO this year. While we’ll spend some time with the current 
debates, our main interest will be cultural history. So after a brief look at 
some crucial 19th century contexts, we’ll turn to the 20th and 21st 
centuries in order to explore intersections between American culture, law, 
race, and violence. 

GND 300

Topics in Gender & 
Sexuality Studies -- 
Women of Color 
Feminisms: 
Theorizing Race, 
Gender & Power

20020 3 none
MW 2:30 - 
3:45

none Grooters Stacy

This course introduces students to some of the key questions explored by 
women of color working to theorize and contest the complex politics of 
race, class, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality that impact women and men 
in the U.S. and around the world. Working from local, national, and 
transnational perspectives, we will read a variety of texts—ranging from 
theoretical essays and first-person narratives to fiction and film—as we 
explore the multiple ways women of color have sought to change the 
world. Students can expect lively conversations, a significant reading 
load, challenging assignments, and opportunities to explore their own 
interests. No prior Gender and Sexuality Studies experience required.

HIS 100-A
Perspectives on 
China

20485 3

For students 
who have not 
completed 
the 100 level 
History 
Cornerstone 
Rqmnt

MW 2.30-
3.45pm

History Teoh Karen

This course follows in the footsteps of Venetian merchants, Japanese 
monks, British diplomats, Western missionaries and other foreign visitors 
to China's shores throughout the centuries. We explore what happens 
when cultures meet for the first time, how they perceive one another, and 
how this shapes the writing of history.

HIS 100-C
Perspectives on 
China

20484 3

For students 
who have not 
completed 
the 100 level 
History 
Cornerstone 
Rqmnt

MW 1-
2.15pm

History Teoh Karen

This course follows in the footsteps of Venetian merchants, Japanese 
monks, British diplomats, Western missionaries and other foreign visitors 
to China's shores throughout the centuries. We explore what happens 
when cultures meet for the first time, how they perceive one another, and 
how this shapes the writing of history.

HIS 128A
(FYS)

The Life and Times 
of Frederick 
Douglass

20493 4 none T/R 12:45 FYS Gernes Todd

Frederick Douglass’ heroic journey from slavery to freedom in antebellum 
America illuminates–in lightning flashes–a nation riven by race, region, 
economy and differing conceptions of justice and morality. The course 
weaves literature, film, and primary materials, tracing Douglass’s 
complex life and times and introducing students to college-level historical 
inquiry.

This course explores 19th-century African 
American history in the context of social reform 
movements, using race and gender as analytical 
and organization strategies for understanding 
America's past.

HIS 270A
Making of Modern 
China

20496 3 none
WF 11.30am-
12.45pm

none Teoh Karen

An introduction to the dramatic transformations in China’s political, 
economic and socio-cultural life from the seventeenth century to the 
present. The course will cover transitions from dynastic to republican to 
communist rule, encounters with the West, socio-economic reforms, and 
the challenges of modernization in the world’s oldest continuous 
civilization and bureaucratic state.
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LC 295
Health Promotion 
and Disease 
Prevention

20217 3 none Monday's 
1pm-3pm

Soc. Sci 
Inquiry Barry Sheila

This Learning Community will examine current diseases/illnesses affecting 
the US population and research how we can increase the quality and 
longevity of life through effective prevention and treatment initiatives. 
This LC is recommended for those men and women considering public 
health, education, health care or any related fields, as well as those who 
are interested in these topics. Community based service learning will be 
an integral part of this experience. You will be given the unique 
opportunity to recognize each community’s challenges and strengths.

Students research health issues affecting specific 
audiences such as children, elderly, people with 
disabilities, sports teams, etc. then engage these 
populations by creating a project, presentation 
or health promotion tool to address a specific 
need. Students learn hands on experience about 
how lifestyle habits and family history can have 
a direct effect on the health of an individual. 
Students will be able to lead discussions on how 
health disparities, poverty, education level and 
family history are strong indicators of wellness.

PHL 100-N
Our Bodies, 
Ourselves

20108 3

Open to 
students who 
have not 
completed 
PHL 
Cornerstone 
Req.

MWF 10:30-
11:20

Philosophy Mitchell Megan

Philosophers have sometimes been accused of dismissing the experiences 
of the body in favor of living a “life of the mind.”  In an effort to both 
recognize and combat this trend in philosophy, we will explore some of 
the questions that are raised by the realization that we are not just 
minds—we are embodied creatures.  There are many bodily experiences 
we all share including eating, dying, and trying to organize ourselves into 
some kind of political community (not necessarily in that order), and we 
will address many of those.  However, we will also combat the 
assumption that the problems with being embodied are the same for all 
of us.  Thus, works on the experience of being black, female, homosexual 
or physically disabled (or the many intersections of these and other social 
categories) will inform our discussion of what its like and what it means to 
be embodied.

PHL 114-A
FYS Our Bodies, 
Ourselves

20695 4

Open to 
students who 
have not 
completed 
PHL 
Cornerstone 
Req.

MW 2:30-
3:45
F 2:30-3:20

Philosophy
FYS Mitchell Megan

Philosophers have sometimes been accused of dismissing the experiences 
of the body in favor of living a “life of the mind.”  In an effort to both 
recognize and combat this trend in philosophy, we will explore some of 
the questions that are raised by the realization that we are not just 
minds—we are embodied creatures.  There are many bodily experiences 
we all share including eating, dying, and trying to organize ourselves into 
some kind of political community (not necessarily in that order), and we 
will address many of those.  However, we will also combat the 
assumption that the problems with being embodied are the same for all 
of us.  Thus, works on the experience of being black, female, homosexual 
or physically disabled (or the many intersections of these and other social 
categories) will inform our discussion of what its like and what it means to 
be embodied.

PHL 243-A

This Is What 
Feminism Looks 
Like: Western 
Feminist Political 
Philosophy

20703 3 PHL 100 WF 11:30-
12:45

none Mitchell Megan

Taylor Swift claims she’s feminist.  So does Beyoncé.  But are they right?  
What is a feminist?  Feminism, at base, is any movement that seeks 
justice for women. But historically, feminists disagree about what justice 
for women looks like.  This course provides students with a deeper 
understanding of the many forms of feminism by exploring concepts 
central to feminist thought.
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POL 345
Inequality, Poverty 
and American 
Democracy

20278 3 none
Mondays 
6:30-9:00 PM

none Ewell William

Democracy is based on the ideal of political equality. Yet inequality is an 
undeniable feature of American society. How do inequity and poverty 
affect the working of American democracy? This seminar examines the 
nature and extent of poverty in the U.S., its causes and consequences, and 
the antipoverty effects of existing and proposed government programs 
and policies.

POL 381
Citizens of the 
World

20692 3

POL171 or 
POL110 or a 
100 Level 
Philosophy 
Course

MW 1-2:15
Moral 
Inquiry Scholz Bettina

This course introduces students to ongoing debates within contemporary 
cosmopolitan political theory over what is morally required of us as our 
world increasingly becomes globally interconnected. Applications of 
cosmopolitan theory to real world dilemmas such as how to respond to 
crimes against humanity and how to assess actions of transnational non-
governmental associations will be explored.

In this class we discuss questions of diversity on 
the international level including groups 
underrepresented in global political institutions. 
We also discuss questions of immigration and 
the status of immigrants within domestic 
politics. Finally, discussions about national 
identities and patriotism include debates on the 
potential for such identities to exclude.

PSY 315
Psychology of 
Women

40349 3 PSY 101
MW 2:30-
3:45

none Capezza Nicole

Examination of how and why women behave as they do, both from the 
perspective of cultural beliefs and scientific research. Topics include: 
gender identity and gender roles as well as empirical bases for claims 
about gender differences; specific disorders associated with women; 
sexuality; romantic relationships; and violence against women.

SOC 101-A
Introduction to 
Sociology

20402 3 none MW 2:30-
3:45

Soc. Sci 
Inquiry Gill Jungyun

This course examines the relationship between individuals and groups 
and their roles in society, with discussion of topics including culture, social 
structure, socialization, social movements and change, social class, race 
and ethnicity, gender, sexuality, family, crime and criminal justice, and 
war and global conflicts. Students gain hands-on experiences of 
researching social injustice issues in our community. 

Most of the course readings and class 
discussions are focused on issues related to 
economic inequality, poverty, class, race and 
racism, ethnicity and ethnocentrism, gender and 
sexism, sexuality and heterosexism, and injustice 
in the criminal justice system. 

SOC 232
Crises, Conflict and 
Control

20407 3 none
M/W 10-
11:15

Social 
Scientific 

Inquiry, LC
Branco Kenneth

This sociology class covers a range of social problems in the United States. 
There is a focus on inequality based on social class, race, ethnicity, sexual 
orientation and disability. In the fall of 2015, the class will link with an 
Improvisation class, forming the learning community, Social Problems 
and Performance.

WRI 246
(FYS)

Reading and Writing 
Diverse Lives

20632 4 none T/R 10-11:15
Fri 10-11:20

FYS Kim Jonathan

An exploration of the autobiographical essay as a form of
cultural critique. A critical analysis of how writers use
their life experiences to examine the challenges inherent in the cultural 
diversity of American democracy. In addition to reading and analyzing 
autobiographical essays, this course will serve as an introduction to the 
craft of life writing.

This course explores race and ethnicity in the 
context of autobiography and memoir. In 
addition to reading classic autobiographical 
texts, students will mine their own life 
experience to experiment with the very creative, 
fluid and expressive personal essay genre.
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